The Uniform Solution WebStore
Vendor Images
Background
With eCommerce and WebStore selling becoming a required extension of a retailers business, the need for the
independent retailer to quickly and easily establish a WebStore that works seamlessly with their point-of-sale system
is paramount. In most cases today, a retailers’ WebStore is totally independent from their point-of-sale system.
This independence means the retailer must expend a great deal of time, effort, and money to establish and maintain
their WebStore.
The Uniform Solution completely changes the typical eCommerce paradigm by enabling the retailer to establish a
WebStore that operates seamlessly and in real-time with their point-of-sale system. With just a few clicks of the
mouse, an entire WebStore can be created by setting a few configuration options, selecting the products to sell, and
installing The Uniform Solution’s Web Server application on the “Server” where The Uniform Solution is installed.
Creating, deploying, and maintaining the WebStore with The Uniform Solution could not be any easier.
Vendor Images – Downloaded Once by Each Web Server (i.e. WebStore)
Vendors that include their product listing in The Uniform Solution, can also provide internet access to the image files
of these products. With internet access to these images, The Uniform Solution Web Server will be able to
automatically download and later serve images for every product in the vendor’s product line. Image files are only
downloaded once from the Vendor’s hosting location to each customer’s Web Server. The Uniform Solution Web
Server serves the image file from the Web Server at the customer’s location.
At a minimum, a connected vendor would need to provide a single image that represents a style or product. Ideally
image "swatches" would also be provided for each color or print so the customer will be able to view both an image
of the style and the color or print pattern they are selecting. If it is possible to provide images of the style in each
color or print (i.e. one image for a style and color code), The Uniform Solution will show this image to the customer
when they make their selection.
Image File Information Needed by The Uniform Solution
Vendor Name

Person Submitting

Vendor Logo*

Required. Preferred Image Size: maximum width of 150 pixels, ideally a 150 x 150 pixel
image. Please provide image name and location

Style or Product
Image*

Required. Preferred Image Size: at least 400 pixels wide, from this image four images are
produced 400, 200, 150, and 50 pixels wide. The 150 pixel wide image is limited to 172
pixels high. Please provide naming algorithm.

Color Image*

Optional but NOT ideal if omitted. Preferred Image Size: at least 100 x 100, if swatch is
not square then at least 100 pixels wide, from this image two images are created, 100 and
30 pixels wide. Please provide naming algorithm.

Style and Color
Image*

Not Required but Ideal to Include. Preferred Image Size: same as Style or Product
Image. Please provide naming algorithm.

*All image formats are preferred to be *jpg

